• "Psyche per se" was the intentional object of psychology of the XIX and early ХХ centuries. The challenge of this psychology is classically scientific research of the psyche.
The psyche was understood and analyzed as a source of an individual's activity existing of open structures and, thus, they specified the place of activity as the act, closing the structure and overcoming "functional fixedness of past experience".
• Cultural Event, called "L.S. Vygotsky's cultural-historical conception", is associated with three phrases. Now they seem to be longfamiliar "common places" though, which is great thoughtlessness. These are "overcoming of natural in cultural", "psychological tool", "transition of inter-psychic form in intra-psychic one". I will try to give their interpretation, taking advantage of considering Vygotsky's view and the situation after him up to the contemporary one. It should be specifically mentioned that the situation nowadays is the situation of the developments carried out by the 4th generation of the Cultural-Historical Conception 2 followers. This generation's problem field is likely to be the image of a new possible and, at the same time, necessary cycle of works.
• "Overcoming of natural in cultural"
implies the mode of presence, i.e. occupying the place by Consciousness and Psyche:
Consciousness and Psyche are not present "somewhere" but come out, emerge only at a certain force, action (and reconstruction of this "x-action"). The latent form of its existence which has already turned into and "got control over" the behavior is an element of the natural that can have different "guises" -molecularly informational (gene) one, stimulus one, the form of regulatory direction ("cultural"). Natural behavior is the behavior embedded in some form beyond the action or in the latency of action of embedding.
Discovery and shaping the form of one's behavior is the Act of Development.
• "Psychological tool" suggests that "culture" and "meaning"» 3 are present in the behavior only as modes to overcome the latent behavior determinants, modes of transition to arbitrariness that is shaping of forms of behavior by the individual him/herself. Views, knowledge have changed the place of the activity result (the place they had in classical psychology) to that of the mode of construction and reconstruction of this activity. This is the point of the key issue of how the subject of activity is built by means of meaning. It arises in the place of common judgment that denotatum is in the meaning.
• The judgment about the "transition of inter-psychic form in intra-psychic one" implies that the original "place" of the psyche is not "in" At the point of experimental genesis construction there arises the issue of the conditions under which the "experimenter" is actually present in the "subject's" behavior, finds his place in him / her and thus finds him / her so that his "communication" turns into "psychological tool"
which is the support of the subject's searching and testing of the form of his / her activity.
II. Meaning and action
• The works of the representatives of the second generation can be regarded as focused on determination and consideration of the conditions of "psychological tool" formation.
Formation of the "external, object action" by the individual (the subject of the experimental genesis) was such a condition. The object action, however, was separated from the meaning (word) and the meaning is presented as "secondary", derived from action. Thus, the conception got its gnoseological sounding.
• In experimental studies of the "Kharkov group" the meaning meant to be a result of assimilation to the "logic of the tool", and the real tool was the original "psychological tool" to the extent an individual acts "according to the logic of the tool" overcoming "the logic of hands" (P.Ia.
Gal'perin).
• In A.N. Leontiev and his staff's wellknown experimental research on the genesis of senses and pitch hearing formation the focus of attention shifted once again. It is now on the object action and representation (senses, perception). It was shown that the object action is initial in the image formation, though it is initial only in cases of active attempts to assimilate the image of the object. In these attempts the subjects' new "functional organs"
were formed, the latter serving for feeling either latent or hardly reconstructed reality. It is worth while refreshing S. Freud's conception (and psychoanalysis as such), dwelling on "psychic energy" -the energy flowing "outside" the psyche, "driven" in the unconscious. Special analysis is needed for the evolution of Vygotsky's understanding of meaning from "Psychology of art" via "History of higher mental functions development" to Chapter VII "Thinking and speech". That is why the word is not "the association" of a sound with an object but the medium of its selection, making it explicit and turning it into a psychological tool.
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С этим, подчас конфликным, отличением и связана Интериоризация (индивидуализация). 
